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Background/motivation

Pook et al. 
(2006)

Percentage of growing season rainfall 
attributed to synoptic types

Percentage of daily 
rainfall due to cutoffs according to amount



Background/motivation

���� Two-fold motivation:
- understand bias of atmospheric blocking in models
- test sensitivity of model blocking to surface forcing 

hypothesised to be propitious for blocking from 
observations



Blocking in the AUS-NZ sector

BI = 0.5 (U25+U30-U40-2*U45-U50+U55+U60)

Blocking index for AUS-NZ 
sector based on zonal wind U 
at the 500hPa  level
(Pook & Gibson 1999)

BI = 0.5 (U25+U30-U40-2*U45-U50+U55+U60)



Annual cycle of blocking index

- during austral winter months
- at longitudes140E-140W

���� Blocking peaks: 



Blocking index in an AGCM
NCEP

T42 resolution

T42 resolution
(climatological 
SST)

AGCM simulations of 60 year duration 
with NCAR’s CAM3 forced with observed 
SST at varying horizontal resolution

T42 resolution
(interannually varying SST)

T85 resolution
(climatol. SST)

���� CONTROL



Model mean state (JJA) – zonal avg wind
NCEP CONTROL

NCEP-CONTROL



Model mean state (JJA) cont‘d
NCEP-CONTROL
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High-blocking year 1989
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����AGCM simulations of 60 year duration 
with CAM3-T85 forced with observed 1989 
SST



Sensitivity to surface forcing in an AGCM
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box1

NAUS
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Previous studies on atmospheric blocking 
largely focus on NH;  some factors of  
importance for blocking in AUS-NZ sector 
include
- (sub)tropical heating (e.g. Simpson & 
Downey 1975, Hinton et al. 2009)
- extratropical temperature gradients (e.g. 
Taljaard 1972 ,Coughlan 1983, Bals-Elsholz et 
al. 2001, Pook 1994)

Configurations to maximise/minimise blocking in AUS-NZ sector 

BLmax

al. 2001, Pook 1994)

BLmin



Extratropical temperature gradients 
& land cooling

� Surface temperature forcing in individual locations in 
extratropics produces a narrowed BI distribution
� combining locations in a propitious configuration also 
results in a small shift towards higher BI values



Tropical heating

Warm SST 
north of AUS

Cold SST 
north of AUS

500hPa  height 

� Clear shift in the BI distribution towards 
higher/lower BI values associated with 
warm/cool SST to the north of Australia

500hPa  height 
anomaly



Combined effects - BI
BLmax

�Clear shift in the BI distribution 
towards higher/lower BI values 
associated with BLmax/BLmin

configuration
� BLmax/BLmin act on mid-
latitude component, BLmin also on 
subtropical jet



Combined effects – zonal wind anomalies
BLmax BLmin

� BLmax/BLmin improve/reduce blocking, but mostly through changes in 
subtropics, not addressing mid-latitude slowing down



Summary
- Atmospheric blocking in models is reduced compared to observations, esp. 
at low horizontal resolution

- Investigated effect of surface forcing on BI in AUS-NZ sector, through 
changes in its individual components

- Extratropical temperature gradients induced some small changes in BI

- Tropical heating affected BI through thermal wind affecting mostly 
subtropical jet and as source for Rossby wave generationsubtropical jet and as source for Rossby wave generation

-BLmax/BLmin improve/reduce blocking, but mostly through changes in 
subtropics, not addressing mid-latitude slowing down

- Model blocking sensitivity confirms importance of BLmax/BLmin configuration 
for blocking frequency/intensity on interannual timescales  � Not necessarily 
key for improving model biases

- Model biases have important implications for rainfall projections in areas 
where blocking is an important driver of rainfall (e.g. SE Australia)


